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THE MODERN BUILDINC MATERIAL

WAYLITE-SUPEROCK What is it?

WAYLITE-SUPEROCK is a lightweight, cellular slag, processed and refined and expanded while

molten hot as it comes from the furnace. When used as an aggregate in the making of concrete

it produces a building material having a rare combination of many valuable qualities, such as

strength, fire resistance, insulation, acoustical value, durability, lightness in weight, low absorp-

tion, and low cost. These characteristics give it distinctiveness as THE MODERN BUILDING
MATERIAL.

In the process of its creation the inherent gasses expand and fill the material with glass-like cells,

completely sealed, which are near-vacuums and as such are extremely slow conductors of heat and

cold and this accounts for its exceptionally high insulation value. Thus Insulation is built into the

aggregates from which WAYLITE-SUPEROCK products are made. Do not confuse this refined

product with common concrete blocks made of such aggregates as sand, gravel, crushed stone,

or with common blast furnace slag. It is chemically and structurally different. Only the patented

processes controlled exclusively by WAYLITE-SUPEROCK in the United States guarantee a uni-

form product for a building material such as this.

With this MODERN BUILDING MATERIAL better homes, at lower cost, are being built. The plans

shown on these pages were prepared by a registered architect to point you the way of designing

beautiful homes. Each of these low cost structures takes advantage of this latest development in

building materials and the best thought in planning. These homes can be built for less than

$7,500, and some for as low as $2,500.

This plan book is presented to vou by your local manufacturer of WAYLITE-SUPEROCK concrete

134N- La Salle St, Fra. 1124
Chicago

, Illinois

Cores unfilled,

Vaylite-Superock Block

Insulation value .25

The cellular structure of WAYLITE-
SUPEROCK is illustrated below by a
piece of aggregate enlarged five times.

Cores filled,

Waylite Superock Block

Insulation value .108

While this is a Book of Plans, some technical data, will be found on page twenty-eight.



Why WAYLITE-SUPEROCK Homes Are Better

You are planning to build a home. If you build

the WAYLITE-SUPEROCK Way you will erect

something that will stand through the years.

Floors will stay where they are built and re-

quire little attention. Doors and windows will

open and close easily. There will - be no

shrinkage in metal window frames; no gaping

cracks. Massive walls, tho light in weight

will withstand the daily attacks of changing

temperatures, sun, wind, rain, snow and sleet,

for Waylite-Superock walls have demonstrated

their resistance to severe abuse.

A recent example of the sturdiness of this wall

was the fire test conducted at Underwriters

Laboratories. An 8-inch fully loaded unplas-

tered wall of Waylite-Superock was exposed

continuously to an intense heat from flames of

gas for four hours. The inside temperature of

the wall reached 2000 degrees—a white heat.

When the flame was removed cold water from

a fire hose, under 45 pounds pressure, was
directed against the wall for more than five

minutes. Next morning increased loads were

added until the wall failed, and it carried

three and one-half times the load required by

standard ASTM specifications. This Modern
Building Material made history, as it was the

first 8-inch wall of hollow masonry units to

receive a Four Hour Underwriters Classifica-

tion.

Insulation? At the end of three hours the wall

was cool enough on the outside so you could

hold your hand against it. Homes built of this

material are uniformly comfortable throughout

the year—such walls conduct less heat in

summer and less cold in winter.

WAYLITE-SUPEROCK builds a dry wall. No
water can enter a piece of waylite aggregate

—the cell are watertight. Termites, the menace
to wood construction in every state save one,

will never bother WAYLITE-SUPEROCK con-

struction. Such walls receive concrete paints

perfectly and the covering coats do not crack.

Floors of this material deaden noise; they do

not creak; they are easily kept clean, and
provide no breeding places for vermin.

Naturally you find your WAYLITE-SUPEROCK
home easily to insure, at lower cost. It is easy

to finance; easy to decorate; slow to depreci-

ate, always fresh, clean and livdble.

While the outer walls are generally built of

exposed WAYLITE-SUPEROCK, it is entirely

feasible to veneer the wall with brick or stone,

backing up the facing with this high insula-

tion material.

THE LIFE HOUSE IN CHICACOLAND

TO GIVE SPECIFIC answers to the housing needs of American families, LIFE magazine picked

four cities from coast-to-coast, selected four families of varying incomes, and commissioned eight

architects to plan a modern and a traditional house for each.

Edgewood Park, in LaGrange Park, just west of Chicago, was selected as an ideal community

for the location of the LIFE house in the Chicago area. This construction calls for load-bearing

WAYLITE-SUPEROCK blocks, faced as desired.
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These Homes Give Owners Greater Value

T^he houses illustrated here
are typical examples of the

beauty of homes built the WAY-
LITE-SUPEROCK way. The de-

signers have taken full advan-
tage of the economies that are
made possible with this all-pur-

pose material. For instance,

note that only two of the houses
shown have a veneer over the

surface of the WAYLITE-SU-
PEROCK concrete units. The
light cglor of this exposed sur-

face vibrates with life under
one or two coats of concrete
paint.
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They Were Built the WAYLITE-SUPEROCK Way

w#(any of these homes were built

to stand the severe exposure of

northern climates. Similar homes
have been thoroughly proven in the

south, as well as in the north. From
small, low-cost homes to meet the

modest purse to large, luxurious

homes, WAYLITE-SUPEROCK con-

crete construction for walls, floors

and roofs has demonstrated a new
measure of beauty and comfort that

can be realized with surprising econ-

omy.
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(News item appearing in "Concrete.")

Unplastered Waylite-Superock Hollow Block Wall

Passes 4-Hour Fire Test

• Underwriters' Laboratories lire test of wall

oi standard 8-inch hollow concrete units of

Waylite and Superock processed slag aggre-

gate started olf as 3-hour test, but ended up

without damage after 4-hour fire exposure and

application of cold-water hose stream.

4 N official fire test of a wall panel built of

hollow 8-in. concrete masonry units, in

which Waylite and Superock were the aggre-

gates used, started out after a 3-hour fire-resist-

ive rating and ended up with a 4-hour rating,

with time to spare!

That, in its briefest form, is the story of the

remarkable fire test conducted at the Under-

writers' Laboratories, in Chicago, on May 25,

1938, report being dated July 18, 1938.

A Light-Weight Slag Aggregate

Waylite and Superock are light-weight dry-

granulated slag aggregates produced through

similar processes at South Chicago, Illinois,

and at Birmingham, Alabama. In the 10 by

11-ft. wall panel subjected to the fire test, the

units in two diagonal quarters of the panel

were made of Waylite aggregate, and the other

two quarters were Superock units.

Examination oi the fire-test panel oi light-weight concrete

units of processed slag aggregate after cold water hose

stream was applied. No damage had occurred

At the end of 3 hours observers found that the wall was

not even hot on the side opposite the fire. Sponsors then

decided to extend test to 4 hours

The units tested were standard 8 by 8 by

16-in. hollow concrete masonry units, with a

minimum shell thickness of 1 Vi in. and with

37 V2 per cent of air space. They weighed ap-

proximately 30 lb. each. The test wall was un-

plastered.

Co-Operation from R.C.A.

While the tests were sponsored by The Way-
lite Company, of Chicago, and The Superock

Company, of Birmingham, the Portland Cement

Association co-operated closely with these

companies, and the units tested were manu-

factured at an independent plant—the Elm-

hurst-Chicago Stone Company—under the per-

sonal supervision of P. M. Woodworth, of the

Association.

•

Extend Test to 4 Hours

When the fire test had proceeded for the

originally-intended period of 3 hours, the ob-

servers could still lay their hand on the outside

face of the wall—a fact that demonstrated the

high insulating value of the units. Prompt

decision then was made to continue the tests

for another hour. Even at the end of the full

4-hour period the wall showed no indication of

distress.

No cracking had occurred in the wall or in

the individual units, not even after the applica-

tion of cold water from a fire hose operating

under 45 lb. pressure at a distance of 30 ft. for

a period of 5 minutes.
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Some Details of WAYLITE-SUPEROCK Construction

On this page is shown a detail of typical wall sections from footings to cornice. Each local-

ity has its own idea as to the best form of construction for floors, and it is the intention of the
Waylite-Superock Company to comply in every case with local building ordinances. The plans
of buildings shown in this booklet are so drawn and worded as to meet local ordinances. They
also conform to the dimensions of standard Waylite-Superock Units as made by all representa-
tives of WAYLITE-SUPEROCK, wherever located.

FURRING OF OUTSIDE WALLS
Where WAYLITE-SUPEROCK units and mortar joints are waterproofed, building authorities claim
no furring is needed for plaster base,—that the plaster can be applied directly to the blocks.

WATERPROOFING
PAINT

Exposed outside surfaces

should be waterproofed. This

may be done by several

standard cement paints, in

white (near the natural color

of the units) or in colors. This

coating serves two purposes,

—it is both a waterproofing

and a cement paint.

SPLIT BRICK WALL
FACING

If an owner desires an out-

side brick surface on his

home, the detail to the left

describes how any colored

brick can be used in connec-

tion with the WAYLITE-
SUPEROCK UNITS as back-

ups. This method of brick

facing meets all practical

tests and is accepted as

sound practice and satisfac-

tory construction.

Your WAYLITE-SUPEROCK dealer or representative will gladly go into

further details with you and advise you as to the best procedure.
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Plan No. 3900

KENILWORTH One can almost see this stately home throw out its chest, effectively

concealing the fact that it is a low-cost five room house. It is easy to see that it would be perfectly

at home among houses costing several thousand dollars more than it will cost you. An important

factor in the design which contributes to the low cost of this house, as well as others shown, is the

fact that every dimension is planned specifically for WAYLITE-SUPEROCK construction. It is

noteworthy, however, that nothing is lost in the exterior appearance. In fact, a sharp challenge

is given to many homes built of old-style materials. You will be delighted at the low cost of this

home.
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LINGER LONGER LODGE This delightful 5-room home drops some of the formality of

its neighbor on the left. The inviting porch smiles a friendly welcome, while the dormers give a

distinctly artistic personality, which is further amplified by the ornamental work above the entrance

door, and the charming lights beside it. Rooms are all of a comfortable size and the floor space

is fully utilized to excellent advantage. Once more it is worthy of note that a delightful exterior

has been achieved without introducing details that will increase cost. The side porch, added to

the long dimension of the house, cleverly conceals the comparatively small size of the home.
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HONEYMOON COTTAGE Here is a clever little cottage that will delight every bride.

Two floor plans are offered. One, it will be noted, includes four rooms; the other three, but with

an extremely large living room. Simplicity is the keynote with each exterior. Horizontal joints

are emphasized to obtain a more expansive effect, which is augmented still more by the clever

use of shutters. An especially thoughtful part of these two plans is the provision of space for an

In-A-Dor bed. Young married folks will be most appreciative of this feature, since they can con-

veniently accommodate their many friends, as well as families, without the burden which an

extra room involves. A basement is not included in design. A separate room is placed just off

the kitchen as a utility room and laundry. A chimney is provided near the center of the house

so that a heater may be located where it will most efficiently care for the rooms. If it is preferred,

a furnace can be installed in the utility room. It will be noted that this cozy cottage, with its

Early American design, offers unusually low cost planning, and can be constructed to meet the

requirements of those with extremely limited budget.
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Plan No. 3904

HAPPY ROMANCE This charming
little home seems filled with romance. Into its

four delightful walls five rooms have been

cleverly compacted. A dining alcove has been

substituted for a full-sized dining room, and,

located as it is, many steps will be saved the

busy mother. The compactness of the house

is off-set by a cheerful fireplace, a feature that might otherwise become a luxury. Again, the base-

ment has been eliminated, and the utility room is completely concealed while keeping it close at

hand to save many weary steps. Each bedroom has cross ventilation, excellent wall space so that

beds may be readily accommodated, and two linen closets provide convenient room for bedding
and other supplies, in addition to the generous closets in each bed room. Two porches are in-

cluded in this design, in addition to the attractive front entrance with its inviting seat. The rear

porch can easily be screened to provide a cheerful place in summer for mother to do some of her

kitchen tasks.
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GLAMOUR DAYS A most attractive exterior will long reflect a spirit of happy living to

all who see this house. An air of proud informality is effectively created by its distinguished

architectural treatment. Exceptional provision is made for growth of family. The front room may

be used as dining room or bedroom. If the latter is chosen, a dining alcove assures a room for

meals. Still more room for expansion is available, since there is ample space on the second

floor for two more rooms, when they are needed. The luxury of a fireplace seems fully justified

for those who plan expectantly for better days ahead, yet who rightfully insist on gracious hvmg

as they go.
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JUNE DELIGHT While somewhat more dignity is suggested by the house above than is

reflected by the twin on the opposite page, this feature has been gamed while slipping in an addi-

tional room in slightly less space. Savings are effected by changes that have been made at slight

sacrifice in size of rooms. With each of these homes, the basement is only under part of the

house. If preferred, however, a utility room might readily be substituted for the stair beside t e

kitchen. While the house is comparatively small, the porch at the side produces a flattering ll-

lusion.
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COZY CORNER This cozy little house fits ideally on a corner, and lives up to its name in

all respects. The stately porch embodies the spirit of friendliness, and the massive, vine-covered

fireplace suggests a sincere and thrilling welcome. Once inside, the living room meets every ex-

pectation, and all remaining space has been so studiously arranged that it is readily apparent

not an inch of space is wasted. There was no room left for utility, after the minimum number of

rooms were fitted in, so a basement is included under the kitchen and living room. The house can

be built on a 40 foot lot if desired. Such charm in a small house is rare, and builders will find it

has wide appeal.
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TWENTIETH CENTURY For those partial to extreme modern styles, this crisp, directly

fashioned design should be most appealing. The plan is compact, wasting no corners, and wast-

ing no opportunities to bring light and air into the house. The white highlighting of this house

against the green background of trees indicates distinctly the clean, bright surface of exposed

WAYLITE-SUPEROCK, smoothly formed into effective masses. Inside, the widely popular combi-

nation living-dining room with folding screen carries out the modern spirit. Separate baths have

been arranged for each bedroom. The semi-covered roof deck maintains the smart pace set

throughout the whole design.
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Plan No. 3909

PRISCILLA Perhaps this delightful Cape Cod is somewhat too modern to justify the name
of our famous Pilgrim daughter. But we do believe that many twentieth century Priscillas will

be won by this splendid execution of a justly popular architectural type. Naturally, you'll be

amazed at the surprising amount of space the designer made available. If desired, a garage may
be substituted for the first floor bedroom. Basement under kitchen, living and dining rooms.
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SUMMER BREEZE One almost feels the cool breezes sweep through this living room.

Just an ideal design for the lake cottage or small suburban farm you have always longed for.

And how fortunate the owner, for the WAYLITE-SUPEROCK construction gives that security

from fire that is so essential when you skip away from city water, and fire protection. In addition

to the extra bed concealed in the living room, the snug circular stair leads to the bunk room
above ... a grand place for the men folks to tumble in after a long card game, or for kids who love

to scamper up to bunks just under the rafters. Good ventilation, plus roof insulation, will help

keep this unsuspected stow-away cool as the well-ventilated living room. Attractive as this home
is, with its well-executed details, you will find the remarkably low cost for which it can be built

the best surprise of your life.
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COUNTRY GENTLEMAN Whether
you build this smart, rural-flavored home
in town or country, it will win the admir-

ing eye of all who love the country.

There are many reasons why it dignifies

its name. Rooms are all of generous size.

The living room is an exceptionally de-

lightful center for comfort and culture.

Outstanding features are spaciousness,

fine light and ventilation, a fire place that

dominates the room, and excellent wall

space for the wife who delights in re-

arranging furniture. Note the remarkable way in which space has been utilized, without omit-

ting an essential detail. An ample, yet not wasteful front hall coat closet immediately at hand,

and a convenient first floor lavoratory. High spot for those who enjoy outdoor meals is the open
porch just off the kitchen—just as convenient to the cook as is the dining room. A tool room is

included with the garage to win the man with hobbies. And just to be sure to please the wife,

closets galore have been provided. Yet all the time, careful watch was being kept on cost, and
you will find full advantage has been taken of the savings resulting from WAYLITE-SUPEROCK
construction. If you study all of the features of this excellent design, you may decide you'd like

to be a country Gentleman.
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PARADISE Departing slightly from a dominating scotch instinct, two magnificent bays

perfect this glorious exterior. Other than that, one finds no extravagance in the simple rectang-

ular shape, though all of the details of fine living have been included in the plan of the house.

The porch for summer living is located to gain the atmosphere of the enticing living room. And
the 3-exposure bed room assure maximum summer comfort as the master rests. An abundance

of closet space carries an appeal no woman can resist. Even a front and fear coat closet are

part of the accessories. While the house appears long, it fits comfortably on a 50-foot lot. Alter-

nate designs may substitute a maid's room or home office for garage. Certainly this home

creates the atmosphere for a symphony of happy living.
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PROFESSIONAL Or shall we call it Distinguished? Clean, business-like details are soft-

ened into suburban living by the attractive bays. For the professional man who finds it desirable

to combine office with home, this plan would seem ideal. The section at the right is completely

isolated from the remainder of the house, while retaining the inviting air of a comfortable home.

The floor plan contains many of the features of the house on the opposite page, but rooms are

reduced somewhat in size, with a resulting saving in first cost. If you like the home, but want

it strictly for living, a maid's room with lavatory may be substituted for the space devoted to

an office in the plan shown.
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LUNCH STAND

Clean. Dry. Sanitary. Those

three words quickly describe

the desirable features you ob-

tain with the design at the left,

when built of WAYLITE-
SUPEROCK. Even the refrigera-

tor is built of this all-purpose

material, since it will hold

necessary temperatures eco-

nomically. Table and stool

space is thoughtfully covered

with a protective flat-slab roof.

TOURIST CABIN

Growth of the tourist cabin bus-

iness is an old story today . . .

but still a profitable one when

handled properly. Th jabins

shown are both single and

double units. They can readily

be placed to fit the camp site.

A desirable detail, to maintain

appearance, is to provide spe-

cial space for parking cars.

This helps create orderliness.
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WAYLITE-SUPEROCK Gives Greater Value

The insulating, acoustical and sound-absorbing qualities of Waylite-Superock have attracted
architects and engineers who find this material of distinct value in commercial and public build-
ings as well as in home building. The large School Building in Indianapolis is only one of many,
where the auditorium walls are WAYLITE-SUPEROCK exposed blocks, in regular or randum
ashler design, to absorb and reduce the echos and reverberations of sound. The surface is un-
painted, giving a classical beauty and dignity to the room.

In the Indianapolis Post Office it was used as floor-fill, for light-weight sound absorbing floors.
It not only reduces the weight of the building, which in itself is an important item, but the noise
from upper rooms is not transmitted to the rooms below.
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On Other Types Of Buildings, Too

ii ii

This use for floors is popular with all types of buildings of every character, as evidenced by

the new Kraft-Cheese building, recently erected in Chicago, where Waylite-Superock floors

were used.

In the two buildings below, one a filling station in Chicago, and the other a beauty shop, are

illustrations of Waylite-Superock heavily covered with waterproofing cement paint (on the filling

station) and completely exposed WAYLITE-SUPEROCK treated with a transparent waterproofing

coat on the beauty shop, in South Bend, Ind., leaving the natural texture of the wall exposed.
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The plan below provides 535 lockers,

with other necessary facilities. Note
the efficient planning, to provide for

economical operation. Food is received

in the Chill room from the alley, moved
into the Ageing room, through the Cut-

ting room, into the Freezer, and finally

to the individual lockers. Customers
are cleverly isolated from the operating

rooms, yet have ready access to their

lockers. In some locations, a lard ren-

dering and meat smoking room is profit-

able, and this may be included when
building, or added later, as you choose.

A suggested addition is shown at the

left.

S/zzy

At the left, below, is shown
the plan for a 320-locker stor-

age plant. The principal differ-

ence in the two plans shown
is the size. Recommended
construction consists of walls
of WAYLITE-SUPEROCK con-

crete masonry. These units

are ideal, since they are
stronger than tile, less expen-
sive than brick, and will

greatly lower the cost of spe-

cial insulation. Once more the

remarkable value that is ob-
tained with this construction

is emphatically demonstrated.
Complete specifications are
included with the plans, which
may be obtained at low cost

from your local manufacturer
of WAYLITE-SUPEROCK units.

^zzzy

FOOD STORAGE LOCKER PLANT In this day of fresh food, locker storage plants are

filling a new requirement. In cities and towns where they have been installed, a revolution

has taken place in eating habits. Plants of this type are especially suited to the care and pre-

servation of fresh meats and vegetables, in rural areas where country life is well developed.
WAYLITE-SUPEROCK construction is well suited to this type of business, for it helps maintain
a fresh, clean appearance, so essential to the successful operation of this business. At the same
time, it helps keep original investment low. Location should be selected carefully . . . near, but
removed, from busy shopping centers. Easy access for cars, and ample parking space must be
provided.
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FILLING STATION In merchandising motor fuel, smartness is an important factor in win-

ning the trade of fleeting motorists. Here is presented an efficient plant of modfrah> size^ex-
ceptionally low cost. Yet it has all of the elements of striking appearance so vital in this highly

competitive field. This construction will retain its freshness indefinitely, and cost of maintaining

it will never be of concern. The central tower is especially well suited to night lighting, yet is

quickly built with WAYLITE-SUPEROCK construction.
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FILLING STATION
This architectural beauty will
fit either corner lot or inside
development. A special fea-
ture is the corner sales room
for radio or other side lines.

Generous window space sug-

gests the

given by

Gas Station No. 2

studied planning
the architect to

assure successful operation.
The same study was the
basis upon which WAYLITE-
SUPEROCK was chosen as
the building material.
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HOG HOUSE The farmer who specializes in the raising of pigs knows there is economy

in having a comfortable farrowing pen to care for them when they are born. If they can have clean

and comfortable quarters during their first three weeks of life they can then largely take care

of themselves. To lose half your stock in the first few days for lack of this care is a decided

waste of money. The successful hog raiser knows there is great economy in good buildings.
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BARN While this barn is a general utility building for both horses and cows, the farmer
who specializes in dairy products should segregate his stock and care for his cows in buildings
planned for this purpose. A firesafe group of farm buildings is a good investment. WAYLITE-
SUPEROCK structures provide every convenience demanded by modern methods of prosperous
farming, at a low cost.
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POULTRY BUILDINGS On this page we show a wide assortment of poultry buildings,

some of which will fill the requirement of every poultry raiser. At the top a 500 hen laying

house is shown, planned to provide for 100 layers in each 20 x 20 foot section. The capacity

may be varied to suit individual needs, but should conform to the 20-foot width. Immediately

above are shown a fancier's or breeding coop for small special matings; a 500 chick brooding

coop; and a 2-pen, 24-hen coop. Each has been designed to incorporate the special facilities

necessary for most successful and labor-saving operation. Construction of all structures is of 8-

inch WAYLITE-SUPEROCK concrete masonry, with WAYLITE-SUPEROCK loose fill in the voids

of the units. This provides an effective barrier to extreme temperatures, both winter and summer.

Floors are of concrete, laid over insulating blocks of 4-inch WAYLITE-SUPEROCK, which in turn

rest on a gravel fill.
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WHY WAYLITE-SUPEROCK IS SUPERIOR

STRENGTH

. Tests have repeatedly demonstrated that these units exceed minimum requirements set up by the

American Concrete Institute, American Society of Testing materials. Underwriters' Laboratories,

and the Federal Master Specifications, designated as SS-C-621.

FIRE RESISTANCE

WAYLITE-SUPEROCK UNITS made noteworthy history for hollow masonry construction, on May

25, 1938, and reported as FIRE RETARDANT No. 2590, at UNDERWRITERS' LABORATORIES, in

Chicago, when an eight-inch, fully loaded unplastered wall of this material won a FOUR-HOUR

RATING as the result of its record-breaking performance in withstanding intense heat for this

long period without damage. This rating is one hour higher than other concrete masonry, and two

hours higher than hollow clay tile.

INSULATION

The foregoing test again demonstrated, what other previous tests for insulation had shown, that the

rate of conductivity of heat and cold through WAYLITE-SUPEROCK construction is extremely low,

and gives it the right to be classed as a superior insulating material. Warm room temperatures are

easier to maintain in winter when walls are built of WAYLITE-SUPEROCK construction. Likewise in

summer you have the same protection against the discomfort of hot rooms because you can main-

tain a cool temperature with less effort and less expense. An 8-inch wall of WAYLITE-SUPEROCK

concrete masonry has a co-efficient of heat or cold transmission of 0.25. So little cold is conducted

through this wall that no condensation is created on the inner walls of your home because of differ-

ences in outside and inside temperatures. When the cores in the wall are filled with loose Rock-

Cell (a Waylite-Superock Product) the heat and cold transmission is reduced to 0.108. These values

have been determined at the ARMOUR INSTITUTE of TECHNOLOGY of Chicago.

FUEL SAVING

The apartment house or home built of WAYUTE-LITE SUPEROCK actually saves fuel in the budget

for heating expense. Fuel saved is money earned. Insulation is built into the walls and floors.

WAYLITE-SUPEROCK gives maximum fuel saving.

ACOUSTICS

By leaving WAYLITE-SUPEROCK walls exposed, sound is absorbed instead of being reflected,

producing rooms free of echos and overtones. In many schools, auditoriums, theatres and other

buildings, millions of dollars have been spent for special materials to absorb sound. By using

WAYLITE-SUPEROCK you may have equally fine results without this extra cost,—by merely leav-

ing the surface exposed. The co-efficient of noise reduction of unpainted WAYLITE-SUPEROCK

walls is shown to be 0.61,—as disclosed by tests made by Dr. Sabine, at Riverbank Laboratories.

LIGHT WEIGHT
The uniformly light weight of these units make them easy to lay, reduces the dead weight of the

building, and speeds up the work of building walls. These units weigh 28 to 30 pounds each, and

are 40% to 50% lighter than similar units made of sand and gravel.
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DURABILITY

Actual experience in many walls, and special freezing and thawing tests have definitely proven

the durability of WAYLITE-SUPEROCK. This practical experience, and these freezing and thawing

tests are the basis upon which the endurance of concrete is determined. WAYLITE-SUPEROCK has

successfully withstood over one hundred cycles of freezing and thawing without failure, as dis-

closed by tests conducted at the Engineering College of the University of Wisconsin.

HANDLING

WAYLITE-SUPEROCK Units are handled with a minimum of breakage, holds nails and are easily

nailable, and can be sawed, cut or channeled without breakage or waste.

ABSORPTION

The crystal-like structure of the cells in WAYLITE-SUPEROCK is highly resistant to water absorp-

tion. Water cannot enter this sealed cell. A simple absorption test is to place a piece of WAYLITE-

SUPEROCK in the ink-well for a long period. When you remove it and cut into its centre you will

find the material white and dry. There is surface moisture because of the rough or broken cells

on the surface of the aggregate. Tests show that the average absorption of WAYLITE-SUPEROCK

aggregates do not exceed 4%. When made into concrete untis and tested for absorption as such,

the percentage has been as low as 10% absorption.

COLOR AND QUALITY OF SURFACE

The inside surface of WAYLITE-SUPEROCK units, where used as exposed walls, is near-white in

color and presents a pleasing texture. Plaster may be directly applied to it. The natural color of

the material has a beauty of its own. Unplastered and unpainted it is an attactive wall finish, and

thus it is popular in auditoriums, school gymnasiums and classrooms. The outside exposed sur-

faces should be waterproofed by an approved cement paint.

ECONOMY
When one 8x8x16 WAYLITE-SUPEROCK wall unit is laid by your mason, this is equal to placing

twelve brick in the wall, saves an equal number of mortar joints, and the wall is complete. On

actual jobs in the Chicago District bids from contractors have shown the construction cost of

WAYLITE-SUPEROCK homes to be substantially equal to frame construction, and decidedly less

than brick construction.

It you are interested in full information as to tests that have been conducted on this material your

local manufacturer will be glad to supply you with complete verification.
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